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Abstract—Vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSEL) are
of great interest for photonic and telecom applications, however
challenges in fabrication of efficient VSCEL GaN devices are
yet to be resolved. In this work we present a study of micro-
photoluminescence (PL) emission from a novel InGaN quantum
well (QW) emitting structure with integrated micro-cavity, which
can be used for VCSEL applications. The micro-cavity exhibiting
Tamm plasmon optical states is formed by a porous GaN distributed
Bragg reflector (DBR) bottom mirror and top plasmonic silver
metal mirror. Results of PL, Fourier imaging spectroscopy and
finite-difference time-domain simulations are presented and dis-
cussed. An estimated 8.5 times enhancement of QW PL intensity
at around 480–500 nm and a red-shift of QW peak emission is
attributed to the Tamm plasmon resonance in the cavity at around
514 nm.

Index Terms—Distributed Bragg reflector, Tamm plasmon,
porous GaN, InGaN, quantum well, laser, LED, quantum well,
VCSEL.

I. INTRODUCTION

THERE has been remarkable progress in III-V nitride tech-
nology across various semiconductor device markets from

solid-state lighting to the state-of-the-art RF and power devices
over the past two decades [1], [2]. However, despite some
significant effort in fabrication of various light emitting devices,
there has been one notable gap in the GaN device technology –
vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) devices. While
various UV and visible laser diode structures based on GaN
and its alloys were proposed and manufactured [1], [2], [3],
in contrast to the GaAs family, successful commercial VCSEL
structures based on GaN are yet to be demonstrated. VCSEL
devices have a broad range of applications and are common in the
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telecom and display applications, due to their planar structure,
discrete pixel configuration and compact cavity size. There have
been several research demonstrations for GaN based VCSEL
structures in the scientific literature, mainly in the blue emitting
region [4], [5]. Many challenges associated with the growth and
fabrication of GaN VCSEL structures still remain, especially for
the green-yellow-red parts of the visible spectrum [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8]. While vertically emitting diode structures are common
for GaN LED markets and are available commercially, VCSELs
require an optical micro-cavity formed by a pair of distributed
Bragg reflector (DBR) mirrors made of several pairs, on order
of 10 or more, of ultra-thin layers with modulated index of
refraction, n [3], [4], [8], [9]. In addition, a challenge remains
to maintain good p- and n-type electrical conductivity vertically
throughout the device, needed to reduce series resistance for the
electrically pumped laser devices. In particular, this relates to the
DBR layers in the conventional VCSEL structure, which need
to conduct electric current into the active area of the cavity, i.e.,
single or multiple quantum well (SQW and MQW) region, and
be efficient in simultaneously confining light in the micro-cavity.
An optimal way to create such stacks of electrically conductive
and crack free layers using GaN and related materials is yet
to be realised, especially for the p-type contact region. Many
successful approaches so far are based on the growth of a hybrid
structure, where the bottom n-type DBR is formed by pairs of
alternating Al/In fraction (Al/In)GaN and GaN, and then a top
DBR mirror is formed in a separate fabrication step on the p-type
GaN and transparent indium tin oxide (ITO) contact layer using
a stack of dielectric non-conductive materials e.g., SiN or SiO2
[4], [5], [8], however, this generally makes device fabrication
complicated. For the bottom DBR, a large number of alternating
(Al/In)GaN and GaN pairs is required in order to achieve a
high reflectivity, as the refractive index contrast between AlGaN
and GaN is intrinsically small. [4] Furthermore, given the large
lattice mismatch [10], such a DBR leads to a number of issues
for further device layers growth on its top, such as cracking,
rough surface, and extra dislocations.

In this work, we propose a novel way to form a lasing
micro-cavity (MC) for a GaN based VCSEL device, by com-
bining recent progress in the fabrication of highly reflective
porous-GaN/GaN DBR structures [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]
and a so-called Tamm plasmons [12], [13] in which photonic
surface state is formed in the cavity between a DBR mirror
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and a thin metal film [11], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. Such
porous-DBRs have an advantage of a very high refractive index
contrast between GaN and porous-GaN layers in a stack, due to
air filling the pores and are nearly stress free due to lack of lattice
constant mismatch. This minimises the total layer thickness
required to achieve a high, >0.99 reflectivity stop-band in the
optical cavity[17], improving series resistance and removing
built-in stress and cracking associated with growth of stacks of
multiple AlGaN/GaN or InGaN/GaN layers. Metal layer based
Tamm plasmon optical states were successfully demonstrated
for e.g., GaAs vertically emitting lasers [19] and for other
light emitting devices [17], [20]. Metal plasmonic layers as top
mirrors in a VCSEL have an advantage of maintaining electrical
conductivity and their properties can be tailored to enhance the
local electric field and hence the emission properties of quantum
wells, e.g., via Tamm resonance and Purcell effect [21]. Here, we
explore enhancement of optical photoluminescence properties
of the InGaN MQW emitting structure confined in a vertical
hybrid MC formed by a bottom porous-GaN DBR structure and
top silver metal plasmonic contact, which can form a basis for
an electrically pumped GaN VCSEL.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The InGaN quantum well sample with a DBR structure was
grown on a (0001) sapphire substrate using a low-pressure
metal-organic-vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE) system via a
standard two-step growth method. A low-temperature 25 nm
GaN nucleation layer is deposited first, followed by a 1.5 µm
GaN layer grown at 1100 °C, see in Fig. 1(a). The basis for
the DBR structure is formed then by a growth of 11 pairs of
unintentionally doped (UID) GaN and heavily silicon doped
n-GaN layers, with the Si doping level of ∼1019 cm−3. The
thicknesses of the UID and the n-GaN layers in each pair are
50 nm and 65 nm, respectively. A micro-cavity and emitting
structure is grown, which consists of a 54 nm UID-GaN layer, 3
pairs of InGaN/GaN multiple quantum wells (MQW) and a fur-
ther 54 nm undoped GaN layer shown in Fig. 1(b). The nominal
indium composition of the InGaN MQWs is around 18%, while
the QW and the GaN barrier thicknesses are 2.5 nm and 10 nm,
respectively. The porous DBR structure of total thickness of
around 1.215 µm is then fabricated over selected sample area by
an electrochemical etching of 11 pairs of undoped/n-GaN layers
shown in Fig. 1(a) and (c) as described in detail elsewhere [10],
[22], following methods of Zhang et al. [6] and Zhu et al. [23].
Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of
the porous-DBR and top micro-cavity is shown in Fig. 1(d).
Finally, the 25 nm thick silver and 20 nm thick protective SiO2

coating, to avoid environmental deterioration of metal contact,
were deposited onto the surface using e-beam evaporator and
some areas of the sample were masked to leave the native surface
exposed, see Fig. 1(c).

Micro-photoluminescence measurements of the InGaN mul-
tiple quantum well structure were performed using a Renishaw
NUV RM2000 spectrometer. The 325 nm light from a CW
Kimmon HeCd laser was focused on the sample using 40x
objective lens (NA = 0.47) in a spot of about 1–2 µm diameter

Fig. 1. (a) GaN VCSEL structure grown for this study. (b) Multiple quantum
well (MQW) and micro-cavity structure. Legend shows materials used for the
structure: unintentionally doped UID-GaN, Si doped n-GaN or etched porous
n-GaN, c-plane oriented sapphire and InGaN quantum wells. Nominal layer
thicknesses for protected silver layer (pAg) and other layers in the structure
are shown. Laser excitation at 325 nm and QW PL are shown schematically
as illustration. (c) Optical image of the sample with four characteristic areas:
uncoated (no pAg) as-grown with unetched DBR, uncoated with etched porous
DBR (por-DBR), pAg-coated with unetched DBR, and pAg-coated with porous
DBR. Red lines show approximate area borders. (d) SEM image of the cross-
section of the porous DBR region after electrochemical etching.

and total power was limited to about 0.3 mW to avoid local
heating effects. The sample was mounted on the microscope
XY stage with 1 µm step resolution. The measurements were
conducted at room temperature at multiple locations on the sam-
ple. Sample reflectivity in the spectral range from 400–600 nm
from different areas was characterised using a tungsten lamp
white light source and a Fourier imaging spectroscopy (FIS)
set-up with a high 0.9 NA optical objective as described in
[11]. Simulations of the optical properties of all layers including
porous-GaN were performed using a Lumerical finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) code. Details of FIS measurements and
simulations are described elsewhere [11].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows the PL results obtained from the four differ-
ent areas on the sample: (a) Uncoated as-grown, (b) Etched
porous-DBR areas, (c) Coated with protected silver (pAg) layer
as-grown and (d) Protected silver (pAg) layer with etched
porous-DBR regions. As intensity of the PL signal varied over
the selected areas, as shown by examples of spectra for the same
area, solid lines in Fig. 2(a)–(d), it was necessary to average the
spectra recorded, and those averaged spectra are also plotted
alongside, see dashed lines in Fig. 2(a)–(d). In common, all
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Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of (a) as-grown uncoated, (b) pro-
tected silver (pAg) coated as-grown, (c) uncoated etched porous-DBR and
(d) protected silver coated etched porous-DBR regions. Note, the vertical axis
scale for PL intensity is identical in all graphs and plotted on the logarithmic
scale. Plotted for each graph: a typical measured PL signal from multiple
locations (solid lines) and an average spectrum (dashed red lines). The insets
show QW PL region in detail on the linear intensity scale for clarity.

recorded PL spectra display two main features: first, a character-
istic peak at around 363 nm (3.42 eV) from the GaN band edge
excitonic emission, and second, a much stronger emission band
at around 480–500 nm (2.58–2.48 eV) associated with InGaN
QW emission, see for example Fig. 2(a)–(d). It is necessary
to consider influence from different elements in the structure

Fig. 3. (a) Average PL spectra for the specified area on the sample (solid lines).
Expected spectrum for the effect of protected silver mirror and porous-DBR
(dashed line) to compare with actual PL spectrum for this area (see Section III-D
for definitions). All data are plotted on the log scale. (b) Ratio of average PL
intensities (PLR) from (a) to the as-grown PL reference (solid lines): RpAg –
protected silver coated with unetched DBR, Rpor-DBR – uncoated area with
etched porous-DBR, RpAg+por-DBR – coated with protected silver and etched
porous-DBR area. For illustration, expected PLR ratio for combined effect of
protected silver and porous-DBR is given by RpAg∗ Rpor-DBR (dashed line).
PL enhancement given as a ratio between measured PL data and the expected
RpAg_por-DBR/(RpAg∗Rpor-DBR) (dotted line). Arrows show the locations of
the QW PL peak emission and the Tamm plasmon due to silver layer (Ag–Tamm)
respectively, and grey bar shows the reflectivity stop-band for the porous-DBR
from measurements. Inset shows the QW emission region in detail.

on the QW emission separately, before discussing the spectra
of the final silver coated structure with etched porous-DBR. To
visualise these changes, the averaged PL spectra for each sample
area are first plotted in the Fig. 3(a) and then as a PL intensity
ratio, PLR vs wavelength, shown by solid lines in Fig. 3(b).
The latter was obtained by dividing the averaged PL spectrum
from each of the three processed sample areas by a reference,
which is given by the average PL from the as-grown region.
The resulting PLR values reflect the effect of the processing
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Fig. 4. (a) Reflectivity of the sample in the normal incidence versus wavelength
from Fourier imaging spectroscopy (FIS) measurements (solid lines) and FDTD
simulations (dashed lines) for different sample areas. (b) Calculated by FDTD
light intensity as electric field E2 versus depth in the sample with the silver
porous-DBR microcavity for two different wavelength 325 nm (excitation)
and 514 nm (Tamm plasmon). Arrow shows light incidence direction in the
simulation. Locations of silver layer, InGaN QWs, GaN porous-DBR region
and bottom GaN are shown. Inset shows details of porous-DBR and silver layer
cavity model used in FDTD simulations.

step on PL emission and values below 1 indicate intensity signal
has been decreased compared to the as-grown reference, and
vice versa for the values above 1. To understand the origin
and relative intensities of different peaks in the spectrum it is
important to consider optical properties of the structure. Namely,
the absorption/penetration depth of the excitation and reflectivity
of different interfaces vs wavelength in this structure. To aid
description of the optical properties of the structure the data from
the FIS reflectivity measurements are plotted in the Fig. 4(a) for
normal to the surface light propagation direction (solid lines) in
the region of 400–600 nm. Results of FDTD simulations of the
normal sample reflectivity, R vs wavelength for as-grown and

processed sample areas are given in the Fig. 4(a) (dashed lines).
The simulated light intensity as electrical field, E2 profile vs
depth in the micro-cavity at two different wavelengths is plotted
in the Fig. 4(b) together with the sample geometry used for
FDTD simulations, which are described in our previous work
[11]. Since penetration depth of the 325 nm excitation light is
only around 80 nm in the GaN [24], the 362 nm GaN band
edge emission peak is originating mainly from the top 54 nm
of GaN layer covering the QWs, see Fig. 1(b). Such shallow
penetration depth of excitation results in the QW emission being
dominated by the emission of the top 1.5–2 QWs only, see
Fig. 1(b). It is also possible that some photoexcited carries from
the top GaN barrier layer are diffusing into the top quantum well
and contributing to the emission. The emitted 480–500 nm blue
light from the InGaN quantum wells is, however, able to travel
through the whole structure and is reflected at various interfaces
creating Fabry-Pérot (FP) interference fringes observed in both
PL and reflectivity spectra. Note, closer spacing between FP
interference fringes indicates a larger thickness of the optical
cavity and vice versa, see PL and reflectivity spectra, see Figs. 2
and 4.

A. As-Grown Region

Fig. 2(a) shows the typical photoluminescence signal with
GaN band-edge related and QW emission peaks in the as-grown
uncoated unetched samples. The QW emission peak is located
around 483 nm (2.57 eV) and is broad (22 nm/100 meV FWHM).
This peak also displays strong FP interference fringes due
to multiple reflections between cavity interfaces, in this case
formed by the top air/GaN and bottom GaN/sapphire interfaces
(around 2.7 µm in total, see Fig. 1). There are some minor
variations of the QW intensity from different locations in the
as-grown area, mainly due to small changes in the FP interfer-
ence conditions.

B. Effect of Protected Silver Coating With no Porous-DBR

Introduction of the protected Ag layer coating with thickness
of 25 nm is decreasing the observed PL signal, compared with
as-grown sample, see Fig. 2(a) and (b). The QW peak wavelength
remains largely unchanged in these areas, and is centered around
483 nm, with FP fringes resembling those in as-grown material.
While silver is generally reflective down to NUV wavelengths,
its reflectivity dips at the 325 nm excitation wavelength [27],
[28] and due to small thickness, a significant portion of the
325 nm light can penetrate into the structure and excite the
PL in the GaN and QWs regions. The emitted blue light in
the region of 480–500 nm is then additionally attenuated by
a top silver later, before being collected by a microscope. To
simplify considerations, we assume that top silver layer itself
plays a role of a semi-transparent mirror for this area of the
sample, i.e., reducing the intensity of the PL signal overall due to
reflection/absorption and other interactions [26] are neglected.
This reduction is approximately by a factor of 4–5 in the QW
emission region, as seen by the PLR values plotted in the
Fig. 3(b).
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C. Effect of Porous-DBR Without Coating

Introduction of the porous-DBR increases the detected PL sig-
nal from the QWs, see Fig. 2(c). This happens mainly as a result
of the QW emission being reflected upwards by the porous-DBR
layer, which improves the light collection efficiency of the QW
emission. The strain modification [29] in the layers after etching
of the porous-DBR is very minor and can be neglected, as
could be seen by a negligible shift of band edge emission from
top GaN layer, see Fig. 3(a). The porous-DBR has also no
effect on the excitation as most of the UV light as absorbed
in the top cavity region, see Fig. 4(b). The lack of, or greatly
enhanced spacing between FP fringes observed in the QW
emission spectrum from the uncoated area with porous-DBR
seen in Fig. 2(c) suggests that the effective optical cavity length
is much less than it was in the as-grown area. This is consistent
with porous-DBR forming a micro-cavity with the top air/GaN
surface. The reflectivity stop-band due to the porous-DBR is
measured to occur between 450 and 510 nm, given by R >
0.8, which is broadly consistent with the FDTD simulated result
as shown in Fig. 4(a). The discrepancy between measurements
and simulations can be explained here by additional scattering
losses and oversimplification of the porous-DBR structure in the
simulation, see Fig. 4(b) inset. From the PLR data in Fig. 3(b),
most of the effect is observed on the high energy side of the QW
emission peak at around 440–450 nm, where collected PL signal
is enhanced around 4–5 times. The enhancement by porous-DBR
for the main 480–490 nm QW emission is much more modest, on
order of 1.2–1.3 times, see Fig. 3(b) inset. While the measured
reflectivity of porous-DBR is over 80%, the lack of significant
enhancement for the peak QW region and larger effect for high
energies suggest that QW operates at near saturation point for
its ground state emission and some re-absorption of light in the
QWs might also occur. One has to note, the peak wavelength
for the QW emission from this area is not significantly affected
relative to the as-grown area, it is centered around 483 nm and
there are no significant changes to the width of the QW emission
peak or FP interference fringes.

D. Effect of Silver and Porous-DBR Micro-Cavity

Areas with micro-cavity formed by the protected silver layer
and GaN/porous-GaN DBR mirrors result in an increased QW
emission, though nominally the QW PL intensity does not
significantly exceed ones from the uncoated as-grown region
or just with porous-DBR, see Fig. 3(a). The PLR data for this
area in the Fig. 3(b) shows an ∼1.25x increase of the signal for
the 490–500 nm band above the one observed in the as-grown
sample. Despite this small PLR value, the enhancement of the
photoluminescence itself is much stronger and will be discussed
separately below. Additionally, the peak of the QW emission is
now red-shifted to around 493 nm (2.51 eV) for an averaged PL
spectrum in Fig. 3(a), however the various spectra recorded over
this area in Fig. 2(d) suggest a bimodal deconvolution of the QW
PL with peaks at around 490 nm and 500 nm, respectively. The
average full width of half maximum (FWHM) of the emission
peak is also decreased to approx. 16 nm (82 meV), compared
with the spectra from other regions, see Figs. 2 and 3(a).

Determining the PL signal enhancement factor is not straight-
forward for this structure. In the absence of any enhancement
effects due to micro-cavity, we expect the effect on the PL signal
to be simply a combination of the semi-transparent silver mirror
effect (discussed in section B) and enhanced reflectivity of the
porous-DBR (discussed in section C), which is shown by PLR
data of these areas in Fig. 3(b). The following will describe
this procedure. As effect of silver layer on the observed PL
intensity is given by a factor of RpAg = PLpAg/PLas-grown and
porous-DBR by a factor of Rpor-DBR = PLpor-DBR/PLas-grown,
hence the expected combined effect of these two factors can be
approximated as RpAg × Rpor-DBR, shown by the dashed line
in the Fig. 3(b). Further, the expected PL spectrum can be then
obtained from the PL for as-grown area by multiplying it with
the RpAg × Rpor-DBR product, given by dashed line in Fig. 3(a).
For our case, since the effect of porous-DBR in the 480–500 nm
QW PL region is very small (see Fig. 3(b) inset), the expected
QW PL signal should be only slightly higher than the PL
from pAg-coated region, in absence of any cavity enhancement
effects. In reality, the measured PL from the micro-cavity area
is much stronger than this expected one.

Hence, for the areas coated with protected silver and etched
porous-DBR we define the figure of merit for micro-cavity
enhancement factor via the ratio between the measured signal,
PLpAg+por-DBR to the expected level of signal, which is given
as discussed by PLas-grown × RpAg × Rpor-DBR. In the absence
of any enhancement effects from the hybrid micro-cavity reso-
nances there should be no or very little difference between these
two signals, i.e., ratio of 1 is expected for such case.

The resulting enhancement is shown by a dotted line in
Fig. 3(b) as RpAg_por-DBR/(RpAg × Rpor-DBR) obtained from
averaged spectral data for each region. The resulting peak en-
hancement of the QW emission due to the hybrid micro-cavity
effect at around 8.5 times occurs in the region 490–500 nm.
The enhancement drops then to only ∼2× for the 480 nm and
514 nm wavelengths of QW and Tamm resonance, respectively,
see Fig. 3(b). This effect can be explained by means of the Tamm
plasmon mode resonance which exists for the light propagating
at or very close to normal to the cavity interfaces. This mode
can be understood as a combined effect of the metal plasmon
due to silver coating layer on top of GaN semiconductor, and the
optical micro-cavity resonance created by the porous-DBR and
the top surface [14], [11], [17], [25]. The Tamm mode resonance
can be experimentally observed as a reflectivity dip in the cavity
stop-band, see Fig. 4(a). In an ideal condition, the maximum
enhancement is expected to occur at the wavelength of the
Tamm resonance, and ideally this should be co-located with the
emission peak of the QW region. For the 25 nm silver thickness
used here, the Tamm resonance is predicted and measured at
around 514 nm, given in Fig. 4(a). As the as-grown QW PL
emission is centered at 483 nm wavelength, so the maximum
8.5x enhancement observed here is due to only a partial overlap
between Tamm mode and the QW emission, i.e., experimentally
observed in between these two values, see Figs. 2(d) and 3(b).
Further, the strength of the QW peak in the micro-cavity sample
is reducing the more the emission maxima is red-shifted to
500 nm, this increases the energetic overlap with the Tamm
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mode, but decreases an overlap with optical transitions available
in a QW at this wavelength, and vice versa, see Fig. 2(d). Al-
though this detuning of the Tamm and QW energies is preventing
this structure from operating efficiently and to show any optically
pumped lasing (excitation power dependence is not shown here),
this behaviour is beneficial for our study, as it allows for a
clearer separation of effects due to Tamm resonance and any
other processes affecting peak emission in the QW. Note, much
stronger variations of the QW PL intensity and peak wavelength
are observed across the micro-cavity area of the sample, than in
other areas (Fig. 2). This is likely due to some inhomogeneity
in the porous-DBR etching and silver coating, i.e., micro-cavity
properties across the area.

The mechanism of signal enhancement here is similar to other
optically excited metal plasmon interactions with light emitters,
where the enhancement is achieved via change in the local
electric field/density in the region of QW. This is so-called the
Purcell effect [21], [26], affecting radiative carrier lifetimes and
most likely competing with various de-localisation effects for
electrons and holes due to potential fluctuations of the InGaN
QW energy bands, which occur due to In composition and
well thickness variations, piezoelectric fields, etc. [26]. This is
consistent with the picture from FDTD simulations, showing
electric field distribution created by a Tamm resonance with the
light inside the cavity, see Fig. 4(b). This results in a relatively
narrow regions of very high electric field extending deep under
the silver contact, locations of which will be sensitive to the silver
layer and cavity thicknesses and corresponding reflectivities.
The simulation predicts only a partial spatial overlap of Tamm
plasmon electric field and the QW region at 514 nm wavelength,
see Fig. 4(b). Therefore, in addition to the energy match between
the QW peak and Tamm plasmon, the active emitting region
needs to be co-located with one of the maximums of the Tamm
electric field distribution inside the micro-cavity, for its emission
to be enhanced significantly and to increase oscillator strength.
These two conditions are essential for further optimisation of
this type of the devices [17], [25].

Silver and other metals, such as gold, aluminium and alloys
can be used to tune the Tamm mode in the visible region from the
blue to NUV and yellow parts of the spectrum. Equally, the GaN
porous-DBR can be modified via change in the layer structure
and etching conditions to create strong reflectivity stop-bands
across the same regions with reflectivity approaching 100% [17].
This allows for the exploitation of such plasmonic micro-cavities
not only for the blue-green region, as demonstrated here, but
also for the green-yellow InGaN QW emitting devices based
on conventional c-plane GaN epitaxy or non/semi-polar GaN
growth. Improving efficiency for green-yellow InGaN devices
is of great importance,[1] as internal quantum efficiency drops
significantly with increase of In composition above 15% in
the QW, and Tamm plasmon resonances can mitigate some
of these effects and create efficient structures even on polar
c-plane GaN material, as discussed here. Another advantage of
Tamm/porous-DBR micro-cavity is that it is easier to maintain
electrical conductivity through this structure, compared with
dielectric DBRs, as Tamm metal layer can also aid electrical
contacts formation in the electrically pumped vertically emitting
devices.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated the route
for photoluminescence output enhancement in the vertical In-
GaN MQW emitting structure, containing a hybrid micro-cavity
based on GaN/porous-GaN DBR and metal silver layer. The
effect of enhancement is attributed to the Tamm plasmon res-
onance in such a cavity, and an InGaN QW PL enhancement
of 8.5 times was observed compared with expected effect of
silver layer and porous-DBR alone. The micro-cavity emission
peak was red-shifted towards the Tamm plasmon resonance at
514 nm and there was some QW emission peak narrowing. This
structure can be further optimised and utilised to create optically
and electrically pumped surface emitting diodes based on GaN,
e.g., VCSELs, and can lead to efficient bright InGaN LEDs and
laser devices not only in blue, but also in the green-yellow parts
of the spectrum, which suffer from dramatic quantum efficiency
droop.
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